
Reaching For The Top

English Language and Literature
How to Revise for Success



HOW TO REVISE FOR ENGLISH
Remember, English is just like any other subject. You need to learn, rehearse and 

remember the strategies and knowledge for success.

English Literature
• Re-read and annotate texts
• Wider reading
• Character trackers
• Theme trackers
• Revision of context
• Understanding the writers’ intentions 

English Language
• Read, read, read
• Plan written tasks
• Practice papers
• Learn and remember strategies for each 

question type
• Develop a voice in your writing
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Character
Impression

Why have they 
been 
constructed?

Mr Birling Unlikeable, 
arrogant, self-
centred

Priestley’s 
criticism of 
capitalist 
mindset

Sheila Perceptive, 
intelligent, quick 
to change

Symbol of hope 
for the younger 
generations

Inspector Goole Purposeful, 
intrusive,
authoritative

Priestley’s 
mouthpiece 
within the text

ENGLISH 
LITERATURE

For a top grade, you 
need to see characters 
as constructs and 
concepts…
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ENGLISH 
LITERATURE

Tracking themes and 
character development 
across texts…
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE
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“BUT YOU CAN’T REALLY REVISE FOR 
ENGLISH, CAN YOU?”

• Everything you read will prepare you for your 
English language exam

• You should read fiction and non-fiction in a 
critical way, considering ideas about 
perspective, audience, purpose and text type

• You should approach the exam strategies in a 
scientific way. There is a formula to follow to 
provide a successful response.



SEEING THE BIGGER PICTURE
For English Language, you need to look at the overall impression of characters or 

ideas within the text.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

• For a top grade, 
you must establish 
an interesting 
voice in your 
narrative

• How can you show 
the personality of 
your narrator 
through the voice 
of your story?
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
• For top grade transactional 

writing, you must use real life 
examples.

• It should feel like you are 
writing for a real audience.

• Reading a wide range of non-
fiction will help.

• Students need a broad 
knowledge of current affairs 
and issues
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Revision tips from successful students
• Big paper and Post-Its
• Stick things up where you will 

see them
• Flashcards and test each other
• Revise in a small group
• Know your characters
• Do lots of practice questions
• CGP revision guides
• Reading 
• Timed writing



NEXT STEPS…
• Re-read and annotate

• Trackers
• Flashcards

• Wider reading
• Know your questions

• Plan and write
• Timed responses



There are some in school for students to borrow as a 
short term loan only.

Eduqas English Literature

We study Eduqas, rather than AQA or Edexcel

Eduqas English Language
• CGP revision guides or 

revision cards for:
• Unseen poetry
• An Inspector Calls
• A Christmas Carol
• Poetry Anthology
• Macbeth

• CGP workbooks for Eduqas
• Past papers
• Exercise books and feedback from 

mocks
• Reading books
• Real non-fiction texts

Recommended Revision Texts
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